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Abstract

In this paper we solve a boundary value problem in a two-dimensional domain (1 for a system
of equations of Fluid-Poisson type, that is, a viscous approximation to a potential equation for the
velocity coupled with an ordinary differential equation along the streamlines for the density and a
Poisson equation for the electric field. A particular case of this system is a viscous approximation of
transonic flow models. The general case is a model for semiconductors.
We show existence of a density p. velocity potential cp, and electric potential @ in the bounded
domain R that are C'."(fi),C'-"(fi), and W2,P(!=2)functions, respectively, such that p, cp, '3, the speed
IVlpl, and the electric field E = V@ are uniformly bounded in the viscous parameter. This is a
necessary step in the existing programs in order to show existence of a solution for the transonic flow
problem. 019% John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

1. Presentation of the Model
1.1. The Semiconductor
There are many models for semiconductors. They include the quantum, kinetic,
and fluid-level formulation.
The most accurate is the quantum, in which the particles are represented by
wave functions solving the Schrodinger equations with a Hamiltonian that incorporates potentials due to the semiconductor lattice, Coulomb interactions, the
applied bias, and particle-phonon interactions. Although such models have begun to be used for numerical simulations of small parts of the semiconductor
devices where quantum effects are important, up to now it has been impossible to
formulate a model for a complete device at this level.
Then there is the kmetic level of modeling and the application of Monte Car10
methods at the particle level, where the dynamics of the particles is described
by the evolution of distribution functions for electrons and holes, respectively,
both depending on time, position, and wave vector, where the last belongs to a
periodic lattice in R3. This evolution is dictated by a semiclassical Boltzmann
equation that incorporates the electric field and collision effects. These models
are presented in Markovich and others [30]; lately there have been some analytical
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results regarding existence of solutions for some boundary value problems (see
Poupaud [35]), but these models remain costly as numerical solutions.
Finally, there is the fluid level of modeling. First is the one based on the
drift diffusion equations of parabolic type for the concentration of both carriers
(electrons and holes). These models can be rigorously derived from the kinetic
formulation under the assumption of low electric fields (see Golse and Poupaud
[22]) and have been extensively studied from the mathematical and numerical
point of view (see Jerome [24] and Markowich, Ringhofer, and Schmeiser [30]
and references therein.) They give very good results for components whose typical length is of the order of a micron, but they do not seem to be valid for
submicron devices or for high electric fields. Therefore, more sophisticated models have been introduced. They are based on electrohydrodynamicequations (also
called “energy-balanced equations” or “extended drift diffusion models”), which
are intended to take into account high field effects. These models have been obtained by closing the moment equations derived from the Boltzmann equation with
a phenomenological assumption on the distribution function. The distribution is
assumed to be isotropic around its mean velocity (see, for instance, Blotekjaer
[4], Azoff [2], Bringer and Schon [5], and Gnudi, Odeh, and Rudan [21]). Then
fluid equations are obtained with source terms modeling relaxation processes and
electric field effects coupled with the Poisson equation. Some recent numerical
work includes papers by Z. Chen and others [6] in two space dimensions and by
Gardner ([16], [17]), Gardner, Jerome, and Shu [18], and Fatemi and others [lo]
in one space dimension.
Analysis addressing issues of existence, uniform bounds, and boundary layer
formation for steady state, one-dimensional transonic models have been studied by
Gamba ([ 121, [ 141, [ 151). Ascher and others [ 11presented a phase plane analysis for
some special models. The isothermal, one-space-dimension, time-dependent inviscid problem has recently been analyzed by Marcati and Natalini [28], Poupaud,
Rascle, and Vila [36], and Zhang [40]. In addition, Cordier and others [7] analyzed traveling waves and jump relations for an Euler-Poisson model in the quasineutral limit. Markowich [29] treated a two-dimensional, steady Euler-Poisson
system in subsonic regimes under a smallness assumption of the prescribed outflow velocity (small boundary current) and under a smallness assumption of the
variation of the velocity relaxation time. Degond and Markowich [8] considered
a three-dimensional, potential inviscid flow model, where they proved existence
and uniqueness results in a bounded domain for small Dirichlet data. Both papers
deal with systems of equations that remain essentially elliptic under assumptions
on the size of either the data or of the parameters under consideration.
The present paper deals with a steady state, two-dimensional fluid-level model
that is an approximation to inviscid potential flow that changes type. Viscosity and
friction are added, and existence of steady solutions is established for geometries
corresponding to semiconductor devices.
Here, we “model a model” by tailoring the steady state electrohydrodynamic
model into a solvable problem. By “solvable” we mean we can establish an
existence theorem for a solution, and the implication of the theorem is that the
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solution can be computed. The “fixed up” model has potential gas flow into certain
semiconductor regimes as a special case, just as potential transonic flow did for
the full fluid equations with small viscous effects.

1.2. Transonic Flow Equations
If no electric field is present, the problem studied is a two-dimensional, steady,
irrotational, compressible flow in a “channel.” Here only viscosity is added. This
problem becomes just a special case of the semiconductor problem.
We begin with the two-dimensional, steady state conservation laws for mass
and momentum and couple them to the Poisson equation for the electric field. The
principal variables are charge density p , velocity u’, pressure P, and electric field
V@, where (I, is the electric potential. Thus, with x E R2 the conservation laws
are
divpu’ = 0

(1.la)

and the Poisson equation is
(1.2)

E

A@ = q ( p - C(X)).

The extra parameters m, q, and E are, respectively, electron effective mass
(parabolic band approximation, see [4]), the space charge constant, and the dielectric constant. The vector function F‘ represents forces caused by viscosity or
friction: We will choose F’ later to give us a solvable set of equations that is as
consistent with the physics as has proved possible and is nowhere at wild variance
with the physical problem. C(x) is the doping profile function and represents the
background charge. It is assumed C(x) is a nonnegative step function.
In the transonic problem, (I, = 0 and (1.2) does not appear. The conservation
of energy is replaced by taking the pressure P as a given function of mp, the
mass density. This is consistent with the notion that the disturbances we are
studying are weak. For example-and for simplicity-suppose we consider the
fluid dynamical case with F’ = 0 and suppose P = P ( p , S)where S is entropy. The
full conservation laws then admit shocks, but a change in entropy across a shock
would be third order in the strength of the shock. Thus we may take P = P(p)
provided third-order errors may be neglected.

1.3. Potential Flow and the Choice of the Vicous-Friction Force Term
If F’ = 0, we could look for an irrotational flow, curl; = 0, so that u’ = V q
where p is the potential and reduce the system to conservation of mass, a Bernoulli
law, and Poisson’s equation. An irrotational flow is again consistent with the
neglect of third-order terms. What is more, it is mathematically useful because
the system is reduced to fourth order (second order if (I, = 0 and weakly coupled
if (I, # 0). Henceforth we assume u’ = Vq and choose F‘ so that we can make a
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similar reduction in order. Then we check the physical consistency of this choice
of F’. Thus a preliminary choice would be

where v is a coefficient of viscosity and K a coefficient of friction. Then with
= Vp the momentum equations (l.1b) can be integrated to yield Bernoulli’s
law:
1
-rnlVp12 + i ( p ) = -@ + vAp + K p + const
2

u’

Here i ( p ) is the enthalpy; that is, i ( p ) =
i(p) 2 0

(1.4)

where
ifp2O
otherwise,

i(p) = 0

and i‘(p) > 0 if p > 0. Furthermore, we assume either P(p) is convex or i”(p)
and i”’(p) are nonnegative. We also assume in this paper that the constant K is
independent of v and is adjusted by the data in order to be consistent with the
inviscid problem (i.e., with v = 0).
The first term in F’ is vpAu’, which is the appropriate viscous force, and the
second is Ti’mpG, which represents a friction term. The viscous term, with v a
constant coefficient of viscosity, is essentially the same as that of Serrin [37] or
Synge [38]. The friction term is, as in Baccarani and Woderman [3] and Gnudi,
Odeh, and Rudan [21], the momentum density divided by a constant-velocity relaxation time T ~ .
However, we cannot solve the boundary value problem with this choice of F‘.
To solve the system the viscous term in 9,that is, vAp, must be modified to go to
infinity at zero speed like I Vp I and to zero at infinite speed like IVp I P , p 2 3.
For similar reasons T~ must become infinite as p 200.Thus the force term F
is given by

-

F‘=

(15 )

V9,

..

9 = v 9 A p - %(p),

where 9 and 9 have the desired properties.
The case of interest is low viscosity, v small. It turns out that in our boundary
value problem, IVpl and p are uniformly bounded. In the range of speed and
potential that occur, 9(1 Vpl)
1 (except near zero speed) and %(cp) is linear.
Thus the restrictions on viscous and friction coefficients have little effect on the
physical interpretation of the result.
Using (1.3) for the force term, Bernoulli’s law is found by integrating (l.1b)
and using (1.5):

-

(1.6)

m

-IVpI2
2

+ i(p) = K

+ q@- 9 ( p )+ v 9 A p .
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The conservation of mass (l.la) becomes for potential flow
( 1.7a)

div pVcp = 0 .

From (1. la) it is also possible to define a stream function (cr whose level curves
describe the particle path at any point and are orthogonal to the corresponding
level curves of the potential flow cp, that is, with pG = (-qV,qx),
(1.7b)

div(TV(cr)= 0

where 7 = p-’
Remark The transonic gas flow model (Q, = 0, %?(cp) = 0, v = 0) still
remains unsolved. Different methods have been proposed to attack that problem.
Morawetz I311 proposed solving a viscous approximating system and adapted
some techniques developed by DiPerna [9], Murat [33], and Tartar [39] for the
use of Compensated compactness in order to obtain a limit that would solve the
inviscid model.
This motivated us to seek a boundary value problem for which we could prove
existence and also establish the conditions that could eventually lead to the existence of a corresponding limiting solution as the parameter v becomes very small
with respect to the other constants involved in the model, that is, the existence of a
corresponding limiting inviscid solution as proposed by Morawetz [31] in order to
solve the transonic gas flow model. Such a program cannot be carried out without
better bounds than we get for the state variables p and u’ = V p (see [32]).
In this paper we focus on the existence of solutions for the “viscous” potential
fluid-Poisson system (1.6H 1.7) and (1.2) in “smooth’ four-sided domains and
with boundary conditions relevant to the physical problem (to be described later).
We prove existence of a regular solution such that the density and speed are
uniformly bounded in v, away from zero and infinity, and the electric field is also
uniformly bounded in v. Uniform bounds will be discussed in Section 4.
A physically more correct one-dimensional system (1.1H1.2) was solved in
[ 121. There it is proved that the solution p, v, and Q, is of uniformly bounded variation and that there exists a limiting inviscid solution po, vo, and Q0 of bounded
variation such that the convergence from the viscous solution to the inviscid one
is pointwise and in L’(R). In addition, po and vo might have admissible shocks,
that is, discontinuities that keep the mass and momentum flux terms as Lipschitz
continuous functions that satisfy the “entropy condition”-that is, the density increases across the discontinuity in the direction of the particle path. In addition,
the possible formation of boundary layers was analyzed in [ 121 and [ 141.
Remark: Setting v = 0 in (1.6) we obtain a transonic type of equation for
the inviscid model. Indeed, taking i ( p ) = K + qQ, - .%(cp) - IVcpI2, defining
c2 = i’(p)p = dp as the local speed of sound, and combining with the flow
df
equation ( 1 3 , the potential flow function cp satisfies the PDE

5

2

(c - mcp3cpxx- 2mcpXcp,cpx,+ (c2- mcp;)cp, = S(X, y, cp, ‘pr, cpv, p, Q,

v@),
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which is a mixed-type equation for cp, that is, an elliptic equation for speed values
below cm-’/2 and hyperbolic for speed values above cm-1/2.
1.4. Further Conditions

The function R is a Lipschitz function of cp, and %(cp) is bounded above and
below by constants Ru and RL, respectively. The function 9 of the “viscous”
term v9Acp is taken as 9 = G( IVcpl)fl(B) where G and G-I are locally Lipschitz
functions and satisfy
(1.8a)

t2G(t)

- CI > 0

as t

-0

and
ast-co

(1.8b)

t2-bounded
G2(t)

and

with B = arg(cp, - icp,). We point out here that conditions (1.8) are related to the
existence problem as well as the problem of getting uniform bounds. We shall
explain these facts in Sections 2, 3, and 4 in more detail.
However, since we prove that I Vcp” I is uniformly bounded above by a number
M that depends only on the domain and the data of the boundary value problem
for any v 5 vo, with uo depending also on the domain and the data of the problem,
a posteriori we get an existence result and upper uniform bounds even if we take
a viscosity that is linear away from stagnation points, that is, by setting

and extending it smoothly to [ O , c o ] such that growth conditions (1.8a) and (1.8b)
are satisfied. This is desirable for physical reasons.
By equation (1.7a), introducing $ as a derivative along the streamline,
(1.9)
Using (1.9) in (1.6), we obtain from (1.2) and (1.5) the complete system of
equations for cp, p, and a. We add the equation in $ as a useful convenience.
div(pVcp) = 0 ,

(1.10a)
(1.10b)

m
-IVyl2
2

( 1.1Oc)

Here T = p - l .

+ i ( p ) + %(cp)

div(TV$)

- q@ - K

A@ = CU(-C(X)
+ p),

= 0,

+ v(ln p),IVcpI29
(Y

=

9.

-

E

= 0,
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In fact, equation (1.1Ob) indicates that the density is governed by the history
of the flow on the streamline (it is analogous to upwind differentiation in some
sense).
Remark 1.1. As in the one-dimensional model, the limiting inviscid solution
may develop discontinuities that will be approximations of rapidly varying profiles
governed by the viscous equations. Such a profile will dictate the nature of the
entropy condition associated with the inviscid flow. In this case one sees from the
one-dimensional model that density increases in the direction of flow if v > 0.
We shall consider first a more general system of equations than (1.lo),

where QB denotes the squared speed given by Bernoulli’s equation (that is, equathe directional angle of Vcp taken to be
tion (1.5) for v = 0) and 8 = arctan
zero at some point on the inflow boundary.
In Section 2 we formulate a boundary value problem associated with (l.ll),
and in Section 3 we shall prove, under certain conditions on f and for sufficiently
small v > 0, the existence of solutions. In particular, for I/ 5 rn using (1.8), we
,
and W2J’,respectively.
obtain the existence of solutions p, cp, and @ in C ’ @ C2@,
Furthermore, lVcpl and p are bounded away from zero and, in addition, we
establish bounds for p and Q, that are uniform in v. We shall prove that 0 < i ( p ) 5
K * for all v where K * depends only on the Bernoulli constant K , the bounds for
the function R, the domain R, and the data of our boundary value problem (the
latter controls sup@”.)Then QBtakes the value QB = K - i ( p ) - R(cp)+ q@,which
is the square of the speed given by Bernoulli’s law as long as QB > 0, and we
shall define QB for negative values at a later point.
Thus, any solution of system (1.11) with

E,

yields a solution of system (1.10).
Finally, in Section 4,if f takes the form (1.12), we establish uniform bounds
for cp and IVcpl for the particular case v << m in an appropriate length scale.
Conclusions about the applications are sketched in Sections 5 and 6. In a
separate publication they will be discussed in more detail.
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2. The Boundary Value Problem, Main Result, and Proof
We consider the Fluid-Poisson system of equations given by (1.1 l), written as
div(pVp) = 0

(2.1a)
(2.1b)

-

A@ = a ( p - C(X))

(2.14

in a simple connected domain R to be specified below. The function p is the
fluid potential, v’ the corresponding velocity field, p a density function, and @ an
electrostatic potential.
Let

I

:(K

- i ( p ) - 9~ + q@)

+

if K - i ( p ) - 9 ( p ) q@ 2 0

Thus, QB is a bounded-below function with all first derivatives locally bounded
that completes the coupling of the equation (2.1~)with the rest of the system.
The function f = f(I Vp 1 2, 8, Q&, p, @)) satisfies
(2.3a)

f = 0 iff IVpI2 = QB

and f(lVpI2,8,Qd > 0 if

QB

(2.3b)

Ifl,(lVplf) 5 C(SUPIQBI)

(2.3~)

f is locally Lipschitz in each of its variables.

<0

n

Note that f,defined as in (1.12) with G as in (1.8), satisfies (2.3).
Setting v = 0 in system (2.1), the equation (2.lb) becomes

IVd22

+ i ( p ) = K - 9(p)+ q@

with K the Bernoulli constant. Thus, equation (2.4) is a modified Bernoulli law
and the system (2.1) with v = 0 is referred to as the inviscid problem, which
corresponds to a problem of transonic mixed type.

2.1. About the Domain and Its Conformal lkansformation
The domain R has a C2” boundary with the exception of four points called w;,
i = 1,. .. ,4. We assume that the portions of the boundary curves meet at each wi
at an angle of 7r/2. We call
4

dR = Udifl,
i= I
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with 8iR the portion of the boundary between wi and w ~ + Ii, = 1,2,3, and d4R
the portion between w4 and W I (see Figure 2.1).
Vpn=O, V h = O

Figure 2.1. The domain R and boundary data.

Remark 2.1. Such a domain has the property that there is a conformal transformation F ( z ) from R to R, where R is a rectangle that is unique up to translations
and dilations such that F(wi) is a corner of R for each i. (In particular, such a
conformal transformation F(z) is shown in the appendix of [13].)

-

Let F: R R be the conformal transformation that takes R into a fixed rectangle R contained in R2. This is a one-to-one map, and F is a complex analytic
function such that IFZI is smooth up to the boundary of 52 and never vanishes.
Let x’ = F(x) be the real variable transformation associated with the conformal
map F. Now, if IF, I denotes the the Jacobian of the transformation, then supcI IF, I
and supfi IF;’ I are bounded depending only on the domain
A simple calculation shows that equations (2.1) are valid in R where

a.

(2.5) V,.cp‘

=

V,cplF;’

1,

V,,p’ = VxplF;lI, and Ax,@’= AX@.IF;Il2.

In particular, (2.1) is transformed into
div(p’C’)= 0

Ax,@’= .(p

- C(X)). IF,

.I2.

We will drop the ’ later on.

2.2. Compatibility Condition on the Data
For RI. and R”, the lower and upper global bounds of the function %(cp), and
@u =

sup y
i ) , (1 Uilif2

+ a sup IF, 12 sup C(X)
rl

0
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with y, a, and C(x) given by the boundary value problem for the Poisson equation
( 2 . 1 ~to
) be specified below and IFXI the Jacobian of the transformation of R into
a rectangle introduced above, we define

K * = K - RL +q@pu

(2.7a)

where K is the Bernoulli constant such that it satisfies

K

(2.7b)

- Ru

+ q@, > 0 ,

where
@L

=

inf

i),flUa2R

y-as~pIF~~~(supC(x)+i-’(K*)),
h

(1

and i is the enthalpy function defined in (1.4), so that i-’ is a well-defined, nonnegative function and K * the number defined in (2.7a). That is, the numbers K * ,(Pu,
and CPL are given just in terms of the domain and the data associated with the
boundary value problem for system (2.1) and are independent of v. In particular,

0 <K

- RU

+ q @ L < K - RL +q@u = K * .

We shall prove that supn QB 4 K * for the function QB defined in (2.2), as
we prove first that the electric potential @ is bounded above by @u. Then, after
showing that any solution p of system (2.1) is positive and bounded above by
i - ’ ( K * ) for the K * defined in (2.7a), it follows that Q, is bounded below by @ L .

Remark 2.2. This compatibility condition is fundamental in order to obtain
a uniform bound for the speed IVcp” I in the parameter v.
For the viscous approximation to the transonic flow model, K = K * is the
value read “upstream” by presetting a density po and speed IVO I at the boundary
region d l R , so that K = h$ + i(pO) > 0. For the semiconductor model, the
Bernoulli constant K can be taken as
K = l l f l vo I2 + i(po) + RU - q @ L ,
2

and then (2.7b) is satisfied.

2.3. About the Boundary Data
The potential flow function cp satisfies on the boundary of R, the domain described above,

I

(2.8a)

cp = 0 on d l R and Vcp .n i ) , n ( w ~<
) 0

(2.8b)

-=0

89
dn

(inflow condition),

on &R U d4R (walls are streamlines),
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The function g(x) is CIS"in d3R and satisfies 0 < g2(x) < K - Ru
6 a positive number, and n denotes the outer unit normal to dR.
The density p is prescribed on dlR,
p

(2.9)

1

=r

+ q+L

- 6,

with

is a C1*n(d,
R)-function such that

0 < i(r) < K

-

Ru

+ q y la,R

5 K*

In fact, we see that equation (2. lb) is an ODE along the particle path, and the
problem is well-posed if initial conditions are prescribed for p on all the boundary
points where V p n < 0. In particular, the condition = 0 on d2RUa4R indicates
that the boundary sections 820 and d& coincide with particle paths, and we shall
see that 0 9 . n < 0 on d ,R and on some regions, but not all, of a@.
We shall construct and solve a modified version of (2.lb) in an extended domain
such that its solution will coincide with a solution of (2.lb) and initial data (2.9)
on all the particle paths that start on d1R. At the end of this section we sketch
the steps we follow in our proof.

2

The final boundary condition is: The electric potential CP satisfies a DirichletNeumann condition that we formulate as

We shall assume that B(@) on dR allows for a solution @ E W2.P(fi) for all
p 2 1; that is, B(@)is a boundary operator that admits the maximum principle.
For simplicity, we consider P2 = 0 on & R U d3R and P I = 1 on dR \ 8152 u d3R
and PI = 0 and y = 0 on &R U d4R and P2 = 1 on dR\&fl U a&. Finally, we
take the data y to be a C2."(dl R U &R)-function.
2.4. More About the Function f

Properties (2.3) will be sufficient to show existence of strong solutions as well
as uniform bounds in v for pv and for W'. Nevertheless, one of our goals is to
show uniform bounds in v for the speed; that is, the solution (p",cp') of (2.1)
satisfying IVp"I is uniformly bounded in v. In order to obtain these uniform
bounds, we need to require more conditions on f(l VpI2,8,QB), where now we
take f as in (1.12).

PROPERTY
A. Forf(IVvI2,O,Qd = (IVcpI2- QB) (IVcp12G(IVcpl))-'f1(0) with
G a posirive function satisfying (1.8), QB dejined as in (2.2), and f , ( O ) positive
bounded away from the zero function, the following properties hold:
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Property A will provide a sufficient condition for a v-uniform estimate of IVcp” I
for v sufficiently small provided that &(O, cp, @) is uniformly bounded away from
zero in 0 (achieved by using a modification of a lemma due to Morawetz [31]).
In fact, the compatibility condition (2.7b) yields QB(O, cp, @) = K - %(cp) + q@ >
K - RU + q@L > 0. For the given boundary value problem, we shall prove the

for v 5 vo, where c and vo depend on the domain and the data of the boundary
value problem.
Remark 2.3. It is easy to see that for an adiabatic gas law with i ( p ) =
2 0, 1 < y < 2, the conditions (2.3) hold so that the viscous soluY-1
tion (p, cp, @I satisfies &(p, cp, @) = i ( K - i ( p ) - .B(cp) + q@).
In addition, Property A is satisfied. Indeed, condition (2.1 la) is equivalent to
i ( p ) 2 0. Condition (2.1 lb) is
upY-’

2
m

2k 2 - 7

- (i(p)- i’(p)p) = Gy-pY-’

1-Y

2 o iff 1 < y < 2

Condition (2.1lc) is satisfied if G satisfies the growth conditions stated in (1.8b).
Remark 2.4. We point out that in order to get the existence of a solution to the
boundary value problem (2.1)42.10), we need only that f satisfies the properties
listed under (2.3). In particular, if f takes the form (1.12) and G satisfies (1.8a) and
(1.8b), then the growth condition (2.3b) is satisfied even if we relax the positivity
condition on the constant C2 in (1.8b). However, to obtain a uniform bound for
the speed, we need for f given by (1.12) the growth condition given by (2.11~).
This growth condition is a consequence of the growth condition (1.8b) for G and
its derivative. In particular, the positivity of the constant C2 becomes crucial for
the v-uniform property of the bound.
For example, i f f is taken to be

then f takes the form (1.12) with G(IVcp1) =
derivatives.

(1”v‘’2)‘,

where f l has Lipschitz

i,

It is important to point out that this f satisfies (2.3) if s 2 while this choice
of G satisfies the growth conditions (1.8b) exactly for s 5
However, we prove that I Vcp I is uniformly bounded above by a number M that
depends only on the domain and the data of the boundary value problem for a
v 5 vo, with vo depending also on the domain and the data of the problem. Then,

3.
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a posteriori we get an existence result and uniform bounds for linear viscosity
away from stagnation points. In other words, we can set G to be

and then extend G smoothly to [0,00] such that growth conditions (1.8a) and (1.8b)
are satisfied.
2.5. About New Variables
Due to the irrotationality of the two-dimensional steady flow, we have a potential flow function cp and, as we saw in (1.7b), a stream function Ic, given by

Thus we may rewrite equation (2.la) as
(2.14)

div(pVcp) = 0,

div(rV$) = 0,

r

= p-’

.

It is frequently helpful to use the following representation of (2.13):
dip + ird$ = w d z ,
= eo-is , dz = d x + i d y .

A computation shows that the flow equation (2.14) is transformed into the
system
(2.15)

pa*

- Op

rup

+ @*= rv

=0

where u = log IVcpl and 0 = arctan ,: the directional angle of Vcp taken to be
zero at some point on the inflow boundary &R. Note that (2.14) holds for all
definitions of p = r-’, not just one satisfying (2.lb).
We show in the following sections the existence of solutions of the boundary
value problem described above for the system (2.1). We obtain the following
theorem:

THEOREM2.5. There exists a solution

( p ” , c p ” , V ) in C’vn(fi)X C2@(i=i)
X
ofthe boundary value problem of(2.1) with the boundary conditions (2.8)(2.10) and with the conditions on the domain and the given function as described
above. This solution has the following properties for su.ciently small v:
W2,P(fi)

(2.16a)
(2.16b)
(2.16~)

O<k,dIVcp”lSK,
0 < 1” z p” d L*
(@.”I,IVWI d M *

OScp’SK
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for any u S vo, with K , L*, and M * constants independent of u.
2.6. About the Strategy of the Proof

The strategy for proving the theorem is to iterate on each equation and to
have enough a priori estimates in an appropriate functional space so that we can
construct a nonlinear compact mapping from a Banach space into itself which
admits a fixed point that represents the desired solution. We actually use the
Leray-Schauder fixed point theorem using degree theory because we have a nonconvex domain in the Banach space. (We could avoid degree theory if, in (2.12),
f '(0) = 1, but it is our intention to use f '(0) f 1 in some future work.)
Due to the nature of equation (2.lb), we need to have robust enough bounds
to keep p positive and bounded throughout the construction of the compact map.
These bounds will be obtained from the properties (2.2) of the function f as well
from coupling with equation (2.la). Actually, it is the coupling of the first two
equations that will improve the regularity in the construction of the map, so that
compactness is obtained.
From now on, in order to prove existence, we work with system (2.6) where for
convenience we drop the ' and assume R to be a rectangle. Note f now depends
on x .

2.7. The Steps of the Proof
The steps to follow are: Give (p0,cpo) in Ca(@ X C'@(i%such that pola,r~
is a C'@-function along the curve & R and IVcpoI > k > 0. Define 00 as the
directional angle of Vpo minus arg F , with respect to the inflow boundary; that
is, B0 = arg(cpox+ icpo, - F,) and 00 = 0 on dlR.
For K * as defined in (2.7a) and for L* = i - ' ( K * ) , let

0

if po 5 0
If 0 5 po 5 L*
L* i f L * 9 p o
Step 1

Solve

(2.17)

where B(Q,) is the transform of B(Q,)given in (2.10), and C(x) is a bounded and
measurable function (usually assumed discontinuous). Thus:
LEMMA
2.6. The solution Q, of (2.7) is W2J'(R) for all p Z 1, and, in particular,
C'*a(R)for 0 < a < 1. The regularity on the boundary depends on B(@)

Q, is

on aR.
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The solution @ is regular up to the boundary of R, so that @ E W2J'(fi) C
C'."(fi). In addition,

where C depends on R and on the boundary data.
Step 2. For the given pair (Do, po),a parameter t, 0 5 t 5 1 , and @ a solution
of (2.18),we solve

with the prescribed data given by the transformed (2.8) data by the conformal map
F.

LEMMA2.7. There exists for each t a unique solution cp1 E C2,"(fi) of the
boundary value problem (2.19) and the transformed data associated with (2.8)
such that

and

uniformly in t, where the functions F I and F2 are locally bounded and F2 has
linear growth in its third component, and the constants k and K depend on R, @L.,
and @U from (2.18b), the boundary data, the Lipschitz norms of R and G, and the
conformal transformation from R into a Jixed rectangle. The constant C depends
on the bounds for f in (2.3). Moreover,

where I?,is proportional to the diameter of fl times the upper bound of IVpl 1.
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This lemma has been already proven (see [13]), where it is shown that the
transformation of the data (2.8) by a one-to-one conformal map preserves the
structure of the (2.8) boundary data.
In addition, Vpl . nlal(2 < 0. However, because the boundary 83R might not
satisfy Vp I . n Ia,(2 > 0 at all points, it is not necessarily an “outflow” boundary.
In fact, there may be points ai E 8 3 0 where Vpl . nla,~l(ai)= 0. This possible
configuration arises from the choice of the boundary data on 8 3 0 when IVpl
is prescribed. In particular, the particle path that contains ai, that is, the curve
orthogonal to the level curve of pI at at, becomes tangential to the boundary
section 830, where ai is the contact point.
Therefore, if the contact between the particle path and d3R is of first order,
c d3R where
the C2**-regularityof.cp1 yields the existence of a subregion 130;
VPl 4 a n ; < 0 .

This circumstance will force us to modify the boundary value problem for the
ODE defined for the density along the particle path given by the differentiable
characteristic field Vpl, because we must prescribe data on 80;. This leads us to
the following:
Step 3. In order to insure that the solution of the modified ODE along the
particle path defined by an extension of Vpl to an extended rectangular domain of
Re is a well-posed problem, we shall define Re. Consider a “one-sided extension
of R given by

52‘ 3 fl with dlRe = d l R , diR

C

&Re,

i = 2,4,

such that Re\a is a smaller rectangle.
LEMMA2.8. There exists an extension of Vpl as a C‘**-function,denoted
b’ = (bl,b2), dejined in Re such that b‘ . nla,ne > 0 and satisfying the following
properties: b’ = Vpl in fi, b’ E C1,*(@’)with 11b’11~1.~(~,
S kllplIlczU(fi),
where
..
k is a constant that depends on k , and K , from (2.21), and b . n l a , n e U ~ =
4 ~0,~
b’ . nla,nc > 0, and b’ . n ) a , p < 0. (In Section 3 we write b’ explicitly.)

The angle 0; is the directional angle of b’ - arg F, in F, and b’ defines in fi
a characteristic field whose characteristic curves do not close. The last property
! but
is obtained by using the complex representation of Vpl in the convex set ?
taking the continuous complex logarithm associated with v = plX- ipl, and
extending v to b = bl + ib2 to a convex domain 0, where b has a continuous
logarithm.
We shall also obtain an estimate of the smoothness of b and log b, which we
postpone until Section 3.
Step 4.

Next, let

b’ be the C1**(@’)-vectorfield from the lemma of

CP the solution of problem (2.17), and W a C’@-extensionof

Step 3,
to @, lFxl the
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Jacobian of the domain transformation, and IF,J' a C2.a-extension to @, and 6;
the directional angle of the field b' - argFZ.
LEMMA2.9. There exists a solution p1 of the ODE (2.lb) along the characteristic path in
with initial data given by (2.9) for the given differentiable
characteristic field b' E CI~"(fi')constructed in Step 3, Lemma 2.8, depending on
the parameter t as in (2.19) and for afunction f that satisfies property (2.3). That
is,
( lnpl = h

and C'*"(fi')-extensionsof (PI and @o, respecare the
where cpr and
m = 1,2, respectively.
tively, such that their norms are preserved in Cm,a(@),
The function P I C CI.a(@). Also, p l is C2,"(@) along the "particle" path
defined by the characteristic field The following estimates also hold:
C2qa(@)-

g.

and

uniformly in t, where K is a constant depending on the domain, the data, and the
Lipschitz norms of QB and F , from (2.6). In addition, X I and %'2 are smooth
functions and X2 has linear growth in its fourth component. The lower bound
I , depends on the bounds K, of 91and the initial data, and the upper bound L'
depends on the domain and on the data of the boundary value problem but is
independent of LJ and PO.
Step 5. Here we use the Leray-Schauder fixed point theorem for nonconvex
domain using degree theory. The proof of this theorem can be found in Leray and
Schauder [26].
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THEOREM
2.10. (LERAY-SCHAUDER, 1934) Let T I ,0 S t S 1, be a continuous
compact mapping from a nonconvex set % of the Banach space 9 into itsel$ and
suppose there exists a constant M independent o f t such that
Ilull$?#SM, O S t S 1,
for all u E % satisfying ( I - Tl)u = 0 such that
(i) there is a uo E % that satisjies ug - Toug = 0 and
(ii) T I is homotopic to To under a compact homotopy with n o f i e d points on
for all 0 < t 5 1.
Then T I has a f i e d point in %.

a%

In order to apply this theorem, we take 9 = Ca(@ X C1va(@.Let % M + I ~be~ ~ ~
the open set in 9 given by
% M + I , ~ ~=
)

{(P,cP) E 9:
II(p,p)IIg S

-

M + 1, IVvI > c0/2).

Take a mapping T,: [0,1] x 4'2
9 defined the following way: Given (w,u) E
% ~ + l , ~ , ) we
,
first solve (2.17) for w + given, and we find the unique E W2*P(f2)
that satisfies estimates (2.18). (Set po = w+ in Step 1.)
Next, we solve (2.19) with w + - ~ u,
* , and from above, and we find a unique
cp E C2@(n)that satisfies estimates (2.20) and (2.21). (Set 60 = w+.~'and 90 = u
in Step 2.)
Next, let 6' be a C13"(@)-vectorfield from Step 3, the solution of problem
(2.17), and W a C'@-extensionof Q, to @, lFxl the Jacobian of the domain transformation, and IFXI' a C2*a-extensionto @, and 197 the directional angle of the
field 6' minus the argument of F,.
Finally, we get a function p that solves (2.22) and satisfies estimates (2.23) and
(2.24). We define (p,cp) = T,(w,u), 0 5 t 5 1. We shall prove the following in
Section 3:
LEMMA2.1 1. Estimates (2.18), (2.20)42.21), and (2.23H2.24) imply the a
priori estimate
(2.25)

From (2.25) and (2.26) it follows that T I maps bounded sets of % ~ + l , ~ ~=) n (Ca(fi)x C'@(!?))into bounded sets of % ~ + l , ~ n
, ) (C2*a(a)
x C'@(n))
independently of t, where the latter one is precompact in % M + I , ~ , ) .Thus:
%M+l,cll
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LEMMA
2.12. T , is a compact operator.
Moreover, the estimates of the lemmas in Steps 1 to 4 yield the following:
LEMMA
2.13.

(p, (p) = T,(p,Cp), 0 5 t 5 1, with M independent of p, +, and t. In particular;
T , is a compact homotopy with nojixed points on a % ~ + l , k , , .
if

Finally, we show the following:
LEMMA
2.14.

T , is a continuous operator in 58.

Therefore by the Leray-Schauder theorem, T Ihas a fixed point (p, cp) E

%M+l,k,,

n C'.a(fi)~C2qa(i=2);
that is, there is a @ E W2,P(fi) C C',"(fi) such that p, p, and @
solve the boundary value problem (2.6) in a rectangular domain R, with boundary
data given by the conformally transformed data (2.8), (2.9), and (2.10) by F.
Thus, ( p ( F - ' ) , cp(F-'), (a(F-')) E C ' . " ( ~ ) ~ C ~ , ~ ( f i ) x W
solves
~ , pthe
( ~ bound)
ary value problem (2.1) with the data ( 2 8 , (2.9), and (2.10) in the original domain,
and Theorem 2.5 is proved except for determining that some of the bounds are
independent of v.
2.8. v-Uniform Bounds for the Speed in the Original Domain
Using the transformed equations (2.15) for state variables ( d ' , O v ) in the
('p",I(r")-space in the domain R and using the conditions (2.11) on f , we shall
prove a generalization of a lemma due to Morawetz [31] and obtain the estimate
for the speed of the flow.
THEOREM
2.15.

The solution 'p of Theorem 2.5 satisjes

where vg and the constant c depend on K' and L* = i-'(K*). The constant K',
defined in (2.7a), depends on the Bernoulli constant K (i-e., the stagnation enthalpy
constant) and on the domain and the data of the boundary value problem.
We note here that in the transonic flow model L* = p* , the stagnation density,
and Qs(0,cp, (a) = 2K is the square of the cavitation velocity given by Bernoulli's
law.
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2.9. Convergence as v

-0

Let us denote the dependence on v by a superscript, thus 9”.Theorem 2.15
implies that there exists a subsequence of (p” that converges. It is not hard to
show that p” is uniformly bounded. This fact implies that there exists a conver{ ( P O , $”}. However, to
gent subsequence of ‘p” and thus we can say {cp”, 4”)
prove that the limit {(p”, $”} represents a weak solution of the limiting equations
requires better convergence. It could be arrived at via the theory of compensated
compactness (see [32]) if the flow angle 0 was bounded independent of Y, if the
speed was uniformly bounded away from zero and the cavitation speed, and if
I IVVI 0.
The first two conditions are certainly satisfied physically in many situations.
They probably could be satisfied here by adjusting the viscous term f artificially.
We note here the following about the assumption of the limit of the boundary
conditions: The conditions $ = const and = const will be assumed because of
the uniform bounds on the derivatives. It is not clear what happens to IVp( on
803 or p on 801.

-

a )-

+

2.10. Possible New Directions
First, one might prove existence of steady state viscous-friction solutions in
three dimensions. In principle, the methods could carry over and similar estimates
for use in a fixed point theorem derived. Here there are no longer infinite entropy
pairs for the inviscid case, and it is very unlikely that one can use the method of
compensated compactness even by assuming some extra estimates.
Second, one could try to study steady state Navier-Stokes equations or their
analogue from the same point of view. Here there would be a complication from
the new boundary conditions, and it is not at all evident that the equations could
be separated into such simple systems as we have here for p and (p.

3. Existence of a Solution
In this section we develop in detail the steps outlined in the preceding section.
Here we assume that R is a rectangle conformally transformed from the original
domain.
Let 93 be the Banach space given by Ca(Cl)x C1,a(R).Let % M + I , ~ , , be the open
set in 93 given by

Since our goal is to construct a compact, continuous map T , from [O,l]x%M+I,C,, C
[0,11 x 93 into 28, we let t be a parameter in [O, 11 and (p0,cpo) E %M+I,,-,) be
such that po coincides with a C’**-functionalong the curve &R, (po = ko =
const on 8lR. We follow the steps drafted in Section 2 and prove the lemmas
given without proof there. As we defined there, for K * defined as in (2.7a) and
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i-'(K*),
let

and IIPollp(fi) S Cllpollc-(n), with C depending on the function i .
Step 1: Solving for the Electric Potential @. For the given fro
above, we solve

E C*(@ from

where C(x) is a bounded, measurable function and the boundary data are transformed from (2.10) under the conformal map F.
Problem (3.1) is a classical elliptic boundary value problem that admits a maximum principle for which Lemma 2.6 holds. We rephrase and prove Lemma 2.6
as follows:

LEMMA
3.1. There exists a unique solution @ of problem (3.1) in W2,P(i?)for
all p 2 1, and the following estimate holds:

where C depends on Cl and the boundary data. In addition, the following estimates
hold:

(3.2b)

Note that (3.2b) can be used in (3.2a).

Proof The existence and uniqueness of @ and estimate (3.2a) are given by
standard elliptic results (see, for instance, Gilbarg and Trudinger [19]) for the
boundary value problem (3.1). We show that estimate (3.2b) is obtained by constructing appropriate super- and subsolutions.
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In fact, the upper bound is obtained by constructing a supersolution independent of p. Let w be a solution of a-l Aw = -C(x)lF,I2in R, B(w)Ii)f~= B(Q,)lan.
Since 60 > 0, we have
Tv

Tv

K l A w < ( - C ( ~ ) + p i ) [ F , 1= ~K I A @ .

Using the maximum principle for elliptic problems with mixed data, it follows
where Q,tr = sup y + a maxn C(x) sup0 IF, 12.
that Q, 5 w 5 maxn w = @U in
Similarly, in order to get a lower bound for Q,, let w be the solution-of Aw =
in R with B(w)la~= B ( @ ) [ ~ Q
Then
. Aw 2 A@in
(-C(x) + maxfi 6")supo
R.
By the maximum principle, Q, 2 w 2 min w = @L. > - 00 in
where

a,

Tv

Tv

a,

The estimate for the gradient follows from the maximum-infimum norms for
yielding
IVQI 5 c (Q,u + @ L + I I Y l l c ' ~ ~ ( a f d

a,

where C depends on the domain.
In particular, (3.2b) holds.
Step 2: Existence of a Potential Flow Function. Let (p0,po) in %M,c,, be
given such that IVvoI > k > 0. Let 80 denote the directional angle of Vpo
with respect to the inflow boundary &R. That is, 8olaln = 0 and 80 =
in
arg(p0, + ipo, - F,) defined locally as a unique continuation of a C'*"-function
in small enough neighborhoods. Since IVpoI > k > 0, then can be covered
by a finite number of neighborhoods depending on k , where 8" will be uniquely
defined.
We define h'= (h1,h2)as

with Q, the solution of (3.1).
The function QB,defined as in (2.2), satisfies
(3.4)

7r

-- 5

2 -

Q~(@o,po,Q,)
5 K - infR(+o)
0

+ qsup@ = K - RL + q@u = K *
n

with K * as defined in (2.7a), which depends only on the data of the boundary
value problem.
Then, i f f satisfies property (2.3b),
(3.5)

Ih'I = IXb, IVpoI,po,Qo,@o,@)I5 t K C ( K * )5 K C ( K * )
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uniformly in t, 0 It I1, where X is given by (3.3) and each component of X
is a Lipschitz continuous function in each of its variables and is a C"(fi)-vector
function. In addition, C ( K * )is a smooth function of K * , and here K is a constant
that depends on the domain and on the growth conditions (1.8) for the function
G.
The following theorem, which yields the lemma of Step 2, solves an elliptic
problem with prescribed speed in a section of the boundary.
THEOREM
3.2.
solves

(3.6)

Given

I

h' as in (3.3), there exists a unique 91 E C2@(fi)that

91= 0 on 810and Vql .nla,dwl) < 0

(injow condition)
Vyq . n = 0 on 820 U 804
(n being the exterior normal)
IVaI

= g(x)IF,I-2

on

where g(x) on &Cl satisfies (2.8). Moreovel; the solution 91 satisfies the following
estimates:

I

5 - ( K + F3(K, C ( K * ) , I l c p o l l ~ ( ~ ~+
( f iIIPoIl~()cfi)))
)
U

(3.7d)

I1argcpl, + i m , Ilcl.%=O
I
5 - ( K + F4(K, C ( K * ) , II~oIIcl..(fi) + IIPoIIcY~~)))
U

where the Fi, i = 1,2,3,4, are smooth, and F Z and F4 have linear growth in their
third component. The number K depends on g(x), 0, the data of the problem, and
the Lipschitz norms of R and G.
In addition, we have the L"-bounds for J V 9 lI and 91 given by the estimates
(3.8a)

0 < ke-"-'KC(K*)< IVplI < Ke" - I K C ( K ' )
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where K and k depend on R, g(x), and C as above. Moreover,

where K I depends on the diameter of R.
Proof The proof of this theorem is a direct application of a theorem in a
slightly more general form proved by the first author (see [13]). It is shown there
that if h' = (hl ,h2) is a C"(fi2)-vectorfunction for R, a domain of the kind described
in Section 2, then there exists a unique solution of the problem (3.6) that satisfies

where K depends on R and g(x). Moreover, the following bounds hold for JVplI
and C ~ I :

and
(3.11 )

-

-K, 5

-

5 K,,

where k and K depend on g(x) and 0. k, depends on the diameter of R times the
upper bound of IVql I.
Thus, using (3.3) and (3.3, h' can be estimated by

(3.12)

uniformly in t, 0 5 t 5 1, and K depending on the Lipschitz norm of QB,that
is, on the Lipschitz norm of i , R, f l , and G as well as on the constant 4 and the
domain fi.
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- F z ) , then

IIml.”(n)

where 9 is a smooth function of its argument.
Let B = C ( K * ) ;from (3.9b), (3.2a), and (3.2b), we can estimate the C2@-norm
of PI as
IIPI Ilc2.”(n)

I

.B sup IVPO I2(11voIlcl.v=u+ Ilbo Ilc%=u)

n

where K now depends on the domain R and the boundary data.
Since 90was assumed to satisfy sup0 IVpol < Ke”-IKB,we have obtained the
estimate
llPl llc2Jm

+

S Ke”-IKB(1 B ) [ 1

(3.13)

+ B2 + ( B + 9(Ke”-IKB)+ KeU-IKB)

. BK2e2U-IKB (IlYJOllC~~~(s2,+ IlPollc-cn))]

- ev-l KC(K’ IF,

( K , B, llPollc’~~(n)
+ IIPollc~cn,)

where F I is smooth and has linear growth in its third component. Then (3.7b)
holds. In addition, by using estimate (3.9a), estimate (3.7a) can be obtained in a
similar manner.
In order to obtain estimates (3.7cH3.7d) for arg(Cp1, - iply),where (PI is the
unique solution with nonvanishing gradient of problem (3.6), we make use of the
estimates obtained in [ 131for representing the solution as cp~,-i(ply = f(z)ea(z)+ibcz),
with f(z) a nonvanishing holomorphic function in !=
that
I satisfies the boundary data
and b(z) is the imaginary part of the exponential argument of the Bers-Nirenberg
representation of the solution for Vy~l.
It is shown in [13] that for h‘= t f ( ( l F x I IVvo1)*,8O,QdV~o
IIbIIclqn)

1
-F4(K, IIhIIm,fi, IIhIIcyn))
U

1
IlbllC%i) 5 - F 3 ( K
U

and

Ilhllmd
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where F 3 and Fq are smooth, Fq has linear growth in its last component, and K ,
depends on the domain and the boundary data. Therefore, ( 3 . 7 ~and
) (3.7d) hold
when h' is estimated as in (3.12).
Since Vpl never vanishes in fi and Vp.7 = 0 on 810,where T is the tangential
unit vector, c p ~increases along the orthogonal to its level curves in the direction of
Vvl. Thus, if at the boundary point W I the condition Vyq .nla,n(wl)< 0 holds,
then the flow is "entering" the domain throughout that wall, that is, Vql .v < 0
on dlR. Therefore 91> 0 in a neighborhood of dlR, so that d1R is an "inflow"
boundary.
On the other hand, prescribing the speed, as we do on 8 3 0 , does not say
anything about the direction of the flow. Thus, there might exist a set &R' g d3R
where the solution of problem (3.6) satisfies Vyq . nla,n! < 0, and hence d3R
might not be an outflow boundary.
Step 3: Extending the Field Vvl to a Nonvanishing Field Having an Outflow Boundary. We now prove the extension lemma of Step 3, Lemma 2.8, as
described in Section 2.
Let c p ~to be the unique solution of problem (3.6) in the convex domain R.
Then c p ~E C2,"(fi),Vpl never vanishes in fi, 91= 90 = const, and Vvl . n < 0
on dlR.
Using complex representation of the two-dimensional space, we set v = cplx icpl,. Since 1v1 > k , > 0, then v has a continuous complex logarithm u = log v =
log IVvl + arg(Cp1, - i(p1J (or v = eU).
We extend u to 2", the extended set of fi, as follows: Let d3R C { x = 0 ) axis.
The function ii defined in
by

is C1*"(2")for a1 = 2, a2 = -3, and a3 = 1 fixed constants.
In fact, for that choice of the ai's, the function ii is C2 in the x-direction
across
- 8352 and C'," in the y-direction all over @. The C1,"-regularityin ae\R is inherited
from u in C'@(fi)because the extension involves only a linear combination of
dilations of u in fi. In addition,

3

where C =
i= I

/ail = 6.
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Therefore, gathering this estimate along with (3.7) estimates for 91 and 81
yields
(3.15a)
and
1

(3.15b)

lliiIlC"(F)

5 CllUllC~(rl,5 -92(K,C(K*))
U

and F2are smooth, 9
1has linear growth in the third component, and
where
K depends on the domain and the boundary data.
Next, we take a cutoff, real-valued function such that is C" in V,0 5
5 1, with = 1 in fi and = 0 in a neighborhood of &Re. Then we set

<

<

<

<

3 = < i i in Re.

(3.154
We define
(3.15d)

b = b l + i b 2 = e Q or 3 = l o g b .

Then 3 is a well-defined, continuous logarithm and Ibl # 0. In addition, 3 inherits
the regularity of ii. That is, estimates (3.15a) and (3.15b) hold for 3 as well as ii.
Also, if we take the supp< in Re very close to fi, then
(3.15e)
L

Moreover, since i j = 0 implies b = 1 in a neighborhood of &Re, then ( b , ,62) .
n l i ~ 3>
~ ~0.~ ,This is a very important property that will yield the existence of a
global solution PI of a first-order, quasi-linear boundary value problem.
Finally, we need to show that the vector field b' = (bl, b2) satisfies

Indeed,
b = bl

+ ib2 = eiReQI(cos(Im3)
+ isin(Im 3))
= g(<)e'ReGl(cos(Im
ii) + i sin(Im i)).

Therefore, taking the Ca-seminorms of the products that define the real and imaginary part of b and using
IlillCl~.(fY, 5 9
1 (l~l"JF9l l f i I l C ~ . ~ ( F ) )
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where 9
1is smooth, monotonic in the first component, and with linear growth in
the last component. Also,

where 9 2 is monotonic in each component.
Now putting these last estimates with the estimates from (3.14a) and (3.15b)
for ii in 2e yields

and

II~'II~.(~.)5 e U - ' K C ( K * ) K Kc(K*),
,
11p011eqn)
+ 11~011c')qfi)).

(3.16b)

Finally, standard topological arguments yield the existence and regularity of v' =
log; such that b' is a C'."(@)-vector field whose characteristic equations have
solutions that cannot form closed curves.
Step 4 Existence of a Density p~ in C1."(@). We now prove Theorem 2.9,
stated in Step 4. Let b' be a C1*"(2e)-vectorfield from (3.131, @ the solution of
problem (3.1), Qe a C'."(@)-extension of Q, to @, IF, 1 the Jacobian of the domain
transformation, IFXI"a C2*"(@)-extensionof lFxl to @, and 0; the directional
angle of the field b' - arg F,.
We solve for h = h(x,y ) the following first-order, quasi-linear equation with a
directional field given by b = b(x,y),0 5 t 5 1,

--.

(3.17)

{

V h . b' =

-!li12f ((IF, lelb'1)2, 0;, Q&,

exp h, W ) = t 9 ( x , y , h)

hIa,w = ho

where ho = lnpo for po E C'*"(dlR)given in (2.6) and c is the value of the
solution of the characteristic equations defined below by the characteristic field b'.
Before we prove Theorem 2.9, we re-express it as follows:

THEOFZEM
3.3. For each t, 0 5 t 5 1, there exists a solution h in
Cl*"(@) of the initial value problem (3.17) that satisjies the following estimates
for p~ = exph:
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and
(3.184

0 < 1, S P I S L* = i - I ( K * ) i n v ,

uniformly in t, where X I and %'2 are smooth functions that are monotonic in the
fourth variable and X2 is linear in its last variable. The constant K depends on
the domain R, the boundary data of problem (2.l), the Lipschitz norm of QBas a
function of its variables, and the Lipschitz norm of i'(p) and R(cp).
Proof In order to prove this theorem, we first recall the classical theory of
local existence and regularity of first-order, quasi-linear equations.
Problem (3.17) is associated with the classical Cauchy problem for a firstorder, quasi-linear equation. This problem consists of passing an integral curve of
the direction field given by b' through the initial curve &Re. This is a well-posed
boundary value problem because b.nla,neuaanc = 0, b.nla3n > 0, and the solution
is a function h(x,y ) such that the surface z = h(x, y) in the xyz-space is CI.".
We refer the reader to E John [25], chapter 1, and Hartman [23], chapter VI,
for standard methods of getting local C'-solutions of (3.17) in Re in the analysis
below and for obtaining C'," solutions for ODES.
We divide the proof into three parts. We first prove the local existence and
uniqueness of C',"-solutions of the Cauchy problem using the regularity of the
right-hand side of (3.17) if the initial data are prescribed on a noncharacteristic
curve r. Then the solution is shown to exist globally in Re. The second part is
the derivation of global supremum and infimum estimates for the solution h(x,y).
The last part shows C'V'I-estimates independent of the parameter t.

-

-

Part 1: Let r be a curve in the xyz-space that lies in the integral surface
z = h(x,y), which we represent parametrically by x = y l ( r ) , y = y2(r), and
z = y&), where r is to be chosen later and the functions yi(r) are at least C'."
in a neighborhood of a given r . By the regularity of the data for problem (3.17),
the coefficients bl(x,y), b2(x,y), and S(x,y,z) are C'." in x, y , and z near PO =
(XO, Y O , ZO) = (71
( d y2(r0),
,
y3(r0)).
The integral surface z = h(x,y) passing through r will consist of the characteristic curves of (3.17) starting at r. Accordingly, we form for each r near ro the
unique solution
(3.19)

x = X(s, r ) ,

y = Y(s,r ) ,

z = Z(s, r ) ,

2

2

of the characteristic differential equations = bl(x, y) with x(0) = xo and
=
b2(x,y) with y(0) = YO,and = S(x,y,z) with z(0) = zo for (XO,~O,ZO)
E r. The
functions X , Y, and Z then satisfy

%

(3.20a)

X , = bl(X, Y ) ,

Y,

=

b2(X, Y ) ,

Z, = S ( X , Y , Z ) ,

identically in s and r and also satisfy the initial conditions
(3.20b)

X ( 0 , r ) = 71( r ) ,

Y(0,r ) = 72(r),

Z(0, r ) = y d r ) .
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From the general theorems on existence and on continuous dependence on the
parameters of solutions of systems of ODES, it is easy to show that there exists a
unique set of functions X ( s , r), Y(s,r), and Z(s, r ) of class C1-"for (s, r ) near (0, ro)
that satisfy (3.20a) and (3.20b).
Thus, equations (3.19) represent a surface C : z = h(x,y) parametrized by s
and r if we can change the variables x, y to s, r. Then the function h is defined by

where s = S(x, y) and r = R(x, y). This expression explicitly represents the surface
C with, by (3.21), x g = X ( 0 , ro) and yo = Y(0,ro).
Thus we can find solutions s = S(x, y ) and r = R(x, y) of x = X(S(x,y), R(x, y))
and y = Y(S(x,y), R(x,y)) of class C1.*in a neighborhood of (XO.yo) and satisfying
0 = S(x0,yo) and ro = R(x0,yo) whenever the Jacobian

If we take the initial curve r to be the orthogonal curve to the characteristic
field b' at (xo,yo), then the tangent derivative to the curve r is given by y;(so) =
-b2(xo,yo) and y;(so) = bl(xo,yo), so that the Jacobian condition for existence
becomes
(3.23)
by (3.15e).
Since by Theorem 3.1 this condition is satisfied for every (x0,yo) in Re, the
initial value problem has a unique solution in a neighborhood of any point in Re,
and the size of the neighborhood depends on the Ca-norm of log b', that is, on the
Ca-norm of b'and on inf, lb'l 2 %.
Condition (3.23) ensures C'." local existence of problem (3.17) in neighborhoods contained in R along any particle paths that start at &R, since 61 = Vyq,
and the right-hand side of the equation is C1@in x , y, and h.
The construction of a global solution h in Re of problem (3.17) follows from the
uniformity of the estimates given above. Take a point (xo,yo) in Re. By condition
(3.23), the characteristic equations can be solved uniquely in a neighborhood N,
of (xo,yo), where diam N , is uniform in (x, y) and depends on the C"(@)-norm of
log b' = i j , which can be estimated by (3.15b) for 6 .
Thus, let diamN, = O(E) and E = E ( V , I l i j l l c q j $ .
From (3.15b), I l i j l l c - p ,
S IliillCqjq, which is bounded depending on Y, the domain R and its extension,
the data and boundary data of problem (2.1)42.10), and C ( K * ) .Then Re can be
covered by O(E-2)-number of N,, where the diameters of the neighborhoods N ,
do not depend on the solution of the problem but just on the data associated with
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the boundary value problem (3.17) and on C ( K * ) . Therefore, in at most O ( E - ~ ) number of neighborhoods we solve the characteristic equations and obtain a global
solution by overlapping rectified local solutions.
In addition, since the initial data hini is noncharacteristic (by condition (3.22))
and belongs to C'."(dlR), then the integral surface C solves (3.17) uniquely and
i')
is a ~ ' * ~ ( f surface.

Part 2: Next we derive the following L"-estimate for the solution h of problem (3.17).
LEMMA3.4. (L"-ESTIMATE
FOR h
(3.17) satisfies

=

lnp

IN

@)

The solution h of problem

where K depends on s1 and on the boundary data of the boundary value problem
and X is a smoothfunction with linear growth in the third component. In addition,
for f satisfying (2.3a)

(3.25)

0 < 1, 5 p1 5 L* = i - ' ( K * ) in

where 1, depends on the upper bound of (3.24) and L* is independent of suphpo.

Proof

Using equation (3.17) for h, the llhllm,v can be estimated by

From (2.3b), SUE If1 5 F C ( K * ) ,where k depends on the number E:=l[ail
from estimates (3.14). Moreover, by (3.14b), (3.15b), and (3.16b), we have that
exp I(logbl(,u,,, is bounded aboveby e"X(K,C(K*),IIvoll~l~(n),
Ilp~ll~~(n))),
where
K depends on the domain and on the boundary data. Then (3.24) holds. In particular, exp(-K,) 5 p~ 5 expK,.
In order to show that the upper bound for p~ is L*, we need to use property
(2.3a) on f combined with an argument by contradiction. We point out that the
compatibility condition (2.7) assures that K' > 0, so L* = i - l ( K * )> 0.
Let pI be a solution of (3.17). By condition (2.6) on the initial data, lo,n 5
i - ' ( K - inffig(9) + qsupn@) = i - ' ( K * ) . If the parameter t = 0, then the
solution p~ is constant along the characteristic projection curves, so that
5
sup,,,=Jp~ Id,fi) 5 L* by condition (2.9).
- If the parameter t is positive, let us assume that there is a point (xg,yo) in
fie such that pl(x0,yo) > L* = i - ' ( K * ) . Then let a(s) = ( X ( s , r ~ ) , Y ( s , r ~ ) )
be a parametrization of a characteristic curve such that ( x 0 , y o ) = (X(so,ro),
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Y(so,ro)) = a ( s d is the first point along the curve a(s) in the direction of increasing t where p ~ ( x o , y o>
) L*. Then ~3P(I a ( s 0 )2) 0, or equivalently,
(3.26)

((Pl)xh

+ (Pl)Yb2)(XO,YO) 2 0 .

On the other hand, by the definition of the function QB in (2.2), if pl(a(s~))
>
L* then
Q B ( P I b(so)),91(abo)),@(a(so)))
<0,
so that, by (2.3a),
t f ( ( I F , le I ~ I ) ~ ( ~ ( S ~~) () ,~ ( s ~ ~) ~
) ,( a ( s oexph(a(so)),
)),
c ~ e ( a ( s ~ )>
) ) 0.
Since P I satisfies the ODE (3.17) or, equivalently, (3.20a) along the characteristic curves, then evaluating equation (3.17) at the point a(so) yields
1
VPI . &o, Y O )= --tf((IF,
v

le lb1)2,6,Q&,

exp h, W)(xo, yo) < 0 ,

which contradicts (3.26). Therefore p1 5 L* at any point in @ independently of
the parameter t, so that (3.24) and thus (3.18b) hold.

Part 3: Here we develop Cl@(@') estimates for the solution P I of problem
(3.17) and prove the lemma in Step 5 for PI. The object is to obtain good enough
estimates to use in the fixed point theorem (i.e., estimates (3.18)). It is enough
to obtain estimates for h = lnpl E C1ya(F)for any C'*"-initial data given along
orthogonal curves to the field 6. It is convenient to use again the coordinates s and
r used in (3.19), and it is easily seen that they can be used as global coordinates.
Thus h(x, y ) = z(s, r ) satisfies
(3.27)

ZS = a

s , r, z ) ,

z(0,r) = y3(r) = h(y1(r),y 2 ( r ) ) .

Making use of estimates (3.16b), the change of coordinates (x, y )
to the estimates
(3.28a)

-

(s,

r ) leads
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with 9i,i = I, 2,3,4,5, smooth functions of their arguments, 95 having linear
growth in its last argument, and K depending on the data of the original boundary
value problem (2.1).
In order to obtain the C'Va-estimates of h, we shall make use of the following
auxiliary lemma, which is easily proven (see Appendix).

Now we can show estimates (3.18a) and (3.18b).

LEMMA3.6. Estimates (3.18a) and (3.18b) holdfor
formly in t.

= exph

in @, uni-

Proof: First, from the previous lemma we have local estimates for p~ =
exph(x,y) = expz(s,r). Next, the boundary value problem (3.17) is well-posed in
Re, because 1310'= dlfl is an inflow boundary, &Re and &Re are characteristic
curves, and &Re is an outflow boundary. Since the Jacobian of the change of
IF I l b ' l l ~L +, uniformly in 2', then by combining estimates
variables J(x,y),(s,r)
(3.28a) and (3.29), we get
11p1
IIC-(F)5 K

( 11p1

+

I I C U ( ~ ~ ~~) ~

( v , K , c ( K I*I)9, I I ~ i ~ , ~ ) I I s I I ~ ~ ~ ) )

Since 9 ( s , r ) = -:lb'1* f ( ( I F , ( e l ~ 1 ) 2 , e ; , Q s ( ( s , r ) , e x p h , ~using
e ) ) , the estimates (3.16b) for the Cu-norm of 6 yields
(3.30)

IIsIIpqjq5 Xb,K , C ( K * ) , IIc~oIIdl~(si)
+ IIPoIIc"J~(~I),
IIPI IlClJ'(S2) +

ll@IlCW))

where X is smooth and K depends on IIF,JcU(fi,and the data of the boundary
value problem. By combining these last two estimates (3.18a) holds.
Next we find a Cu-estimate for Vp1. Again we use equation (3.27) for z(s, r ) =
h(x(s,r),y(s, r)) = In pi(&, r), y(s, r)). We first show local estimates for (In ).s
and (In PI), in C a ( a )working in the (s,r)-plane. Then using the change of variables to the (x, y)-space and estimates (3.28a) and (3.28b), we derive C"-estimates
for V p l .
Thus, we start obtaining an estimate for (JzsIlp(9).Differentiating the equation
(3.27) with respect to s and replacing zs by 9,
we get
d
as a~,-,
(3.31)
(z,s>,s =
r, 2 ) = - + ---J" - 36 (s,r ) .

-dsm s ,

N

as

az
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Now, since
the estimate

and

g , applying Lemma 3.4 to zs from (3.29) gives

are C" in

Thus, we need to estimate both

and

t

in

C"(g).Indeed,

the function

9 ( s , r , z ) = f((IFxleli1)2,6$,QB)
satisfies

and since 0 5 P I 5 L* , we have

Also,
(3.34)
Recalling that f is locally Lipschitz on each of its variables, then
and

af

JO

a(,Fxl<lil)2,

are bounded depending on the bounds for the arguments of f.

Also, p I E C"(F), lFxl'lb'l and 81 are C1@(@),CP E C'."(@), and the functions i' and R' are locally Lipschitz; therefore
(3.35)

89 89

9,
-,

as

~

a2

E C"(2e).

In addition, collecting estimates (3.30), (3.7), (3.18a), and (3.2a) gives us

with C a smooth function of its variables that has linear growth in its fifth variable.
Therefore, using (3.28a) and (3.36), we can estimate (1npl), from (3.32) to
obtain
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Once again $fis a smooth function of its variables that has linear growth in its fifth
variable, and K depends on the C1."-normof IFx I and the density r prescribed on
i31R from (2.9).
Next, we obtain an estimate for ))zr))cU(9).
Here we differentiate equation (3.27)
with respect to Y, so that Z, satisfies
(3.38)
This is an ODE for zr.
Since $ +
is C" in @ and Lipschitz in z,, as we shall see below, applying
Lemma 3.4 to Z, and using (3.29) yields the estimate

gz,

g.

As in (3.33), for X ( s , r) and Y ( s , r) the
Thus, we need to compute in detail
solution of the characteristic equations,

(3.40)

where here the term V Q 5 . ( X r , Y r ) = --i'(eZ)zr-VR(s,r).(X,,Y,)+qVQr.(X,,Y,).
Since X r , Y , satisfies the system of equations

by using a similar estimate to that in (3.29), for systems of ODES we get
(3.41)

{

IIXr, YrIIcm(a) 5 Ilr;llcv-) + II~IIP(D)~xP
I I ~ I I ~ ~ ( D ) I I ~ IIIiIIc"(a,.
I~,D}

By combining estimates (3.28a), (3.28b), and (3.41) along with (3.16)for and Oi,
(3.2a) for @, (3.34) for 9,
and (3.18a) for p 1 = ez, the right-hand side of (3.40)
yields the estimate
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with C a smooth function of its variables that has linear growth in its fifth variable,
and K depends on the data of the boundary value problem, which includes the
dependence of the Lipschitz norms of the derivatives of the functions G, R, i, and
f I and the C1**-normof IFXI.In addition,

with CI depending on locally Lipschitz norms of f and i’.
Then combining estimate (3.42) with estimates for (3.34) we get

with C as in (3.42).
Next, combining (3.34) with (3.43) gives us
(3.45)
with C2 depending on CI from (3.43).
Hence, we can estimate zr using (3.28a), (3.44), and (3.45) in order to estimate
the right-hand side of (3.39) so that

with $? a smooth function of its variables that has linear growth in its fifth variable
and K depending on the data of the boundary value problem, which includes the
dependence of the Lipschitz norms of the derivatives of the functions G, R, i, f 1 ,
from (2.9).
the C1,a-normof IFXI,and the density r prescribed on
In addition, we can get an Lw-estimate for V , , p l that does not depend on the
C’@-normof b’ by combining estimates (2.28a) with estimates (3.16b) to obtain a
bound that depends on the C’-norm of b’ (that is, estimate (3.16b) uniformly in a)
so that

where C has the same dependence as $? from (3.46).
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Finally, since V,,pl = J&),(s.r).V,,,pl, by using estimates (3.28b) and (3.23~)
to estimate the terms in the Jacobian of the transformation and in (3.47), we get

(3.48)

IIVX,"Pl IlCU(@)
5 113, rlIe11(@)
IIV,,rpl I l c ~ ~+(1~
13,)rllclU(~)
IIVwpI IICI~(S)
5 x2 (v, K , C ( K * ) , IIPoIIc~-(cI)+ IIPoIIc=cn),
llPl llc2V3 + Il@llclW)

7

with, once again, X2 a smooth function of its variables that has linear growth
in its fifth variable and K depending on the data of the boundary value problem,
which includes the dependence of the Lipschitz norms of the derivatives of the
functions G, R, i, and f l , the C1.*-normof ) F x l ,and the density r prescribed on
i3lR from (2.9).
Therefore, taking 9 = Re as done above for the Ca-estimate of P I , we get that
(3.18b) holds, and then Theorem 3.3 is proven.
Step 5: The Fixed Point Map. As in Step 5 in Section 2, for any parameter t,
0 5 t 5 1, we define a compact continuous map T,(w, u) = (p, p) as in (2.251, that
is, given by the construction from Step 1 to Step 4, for (w, u ) in % , + , + I , ~C~ ~Ca(fi)X
C',"(i% = 93,where % M + I , ~ [ , = {(p,cp) E 9:
ll(p,p)ll~5 M + 1,lVul > COD).
In order to have the map Tr precompact, we show that the a priori estimates
(2.27) and (2.28) hold. In fact, from (3.7b) and (3.18b), we have that
(3.49) IlpIIc~qfi)+ IIpIIc2yfi) 5 %v, K, C ( K * , s ~ p w + ) ~

n

ll@IlC~%),

Ilwllc~(n)
+ Ilullcl~(n,)

where K depends on the Lipschitz norms of the derivatives of f, R, G, f l , and
i as a function of p, the domain, and the boundary data. In addition, X has
linear growth in its last component. Thus (2.28) holds and 7'1 is precompact in 8,
independent of t .
Now if we are given a ( A 'p) E 8 such that ( A 'p) = 'I'r(5, 'p) for 0 5 t 5 1,
then 'p solves problem (3.6) and satisfies estimates (3.7H3.8) and P solves problem
(3.17) and satisfies estimates (3.18). Therefore, as in (3.49),
(3.50) IIijIIclyfi) + II'pIIc2yfi) 5 %v, K, C(K*,supP+),

n

IIP+3L'IlCU(0) + II'pllClYil,
uniformly in t.
By (3.18c), 0 < j 5 L* = i-'(K*)so that p+.L'
result with (3.8) yields the estimates
5 i-'(K*) and

llPIl~l(i~)

= p.
-

+

Il@IlCl~d.

Then, combining this

ll'pll~)l(fi)
S CI = Ci(v,K,C(K*)),

where K * is as defined in (2.7a) or (3.4), and K depends only on the data of the
boundary value problem for system (2.1).
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Next, putting together the above estimate with (3.7a) yields

and, from (3.2a) and (3.2b),

Hence, from (3.18a) and the above estimates,

Thus, from (3.50) combined with (3.51) and (3.52), the following estimate
holds:
IIPllC"(S2, + II~lICl.~.(Jz, m v , K , C I , a K * ) ) = M ,
N

uniformly in t, where K, C I , and C ( K * )depend on R and the boundary data.
Therefore, the right-hand side of (3.50) is uniformly controlled by the number
M ,which depends on v, the domain, the boundary data, and the growth of f but
is independent of (17, (p) uniformly in t. In addition, I V$l > k , > 0. Therefore,
(p, (p) E %!M+l,k,, and the map I - T , has no fixed points on a%!for any t.
Also, the problem I - To admits a solution in %!M+I,k,,. Indeed, the problem
div(poV(po)= 0
V In 6oV(po = 0
has a solution PO = const along the streamlines, so that Po is C'." across the
streamlines and
is the C2."-harmonic solution of the boundary value problem
in R. In particular, the a priori estimate holds, so that (Po, Cpo) is in the interior of
the set %!M+I,k,,. Therefore, estimate (2.29) holds, so that T t , for all t, is a compact
homotopy with no fixed points on the boundary of % ! M + I , ~ , .
Finally, in order to see that T is continuous, we take a convergent sequence
(w,,u,)to (wo,uo) in the Banach space 28. Then, given an E > 0, there is an
no = no(&) such that

Since the function i ( w , u ) = f(IVuI2,w,u)Vu is Lipschitz continuous in all its
components,

Now, let (p,,cp,) = T(w,,u,) and (po,cp~)= T(wo,uo). We want to see that
lim,-m(p,,yd = (po,cpo). In fact, it follows from [13] that the construction of
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Thus, IIVp, - VpoIlcl.u(fi) 0, so that Xn(s,r),Y,(s, r ) and X d s , r),Y d s , r), the
solutions of the characteristic equations defined in (3.20a) and (3.20b) that correspond to Vp, and Vpo, respectively, satisfy
IIX,

-

XollC?..(n) + IIY,

-0

- YoIlC?...(fi)

as n

-

00.

Therefore, if p n and po are C’-“(R’)-solutionsconstructed in (3.17), then
(3.56) llpn - POIICI.<X(O)
5 IIpn(Xn9 Yn) - pO(Xn,Yn)IIcl,m(fi)
+ IlPO(X,, Y , ) - PO(X0, YO)llCl..(fi)

-0

as the first term vanishes by uniqueness of solutions for problem (3.17) for a given
characteristic field with the same boundary data, and the second term converges
to 0 because po is C‘.”(fi).
From (3.55) and (3.56),

and this implies that the map T is continuous.
By the Leray-Schauder theorem, T has a fixed point (p,p) in the set % . ~ + l , k , , .
Hence, for each v fixed, (p”,p”) and the corresponding a” that solves problem
(3.1) and (3.2) yield a solution of the system that corresponds to the conformally
transformed data from (2.1H2.3) with the corresponding transformed boundary
data from (2.4H2.10) that lies in C’,a(fi),C2,a(S=l),and W2,P(fi), 1 5 p < 00,
respectively.
This is the best possible regularity if C(x) is a step function. However, using
a bootstrapping argument, if the doping profile function C(x) is CM(fi) and the
boundary sections C“, then p”, (p”, and a” are all C“(n).

4. Uniform Bound for the Speed in fi

Step 6. We show under the assumptions (2.8a) a v-uniform estimate 1 Vp” I
in the original domain described in Figure 2.1.
Uniform bounds for the density p” have already been obtained in (3.18c), and
combining this estimate with (3.2b) implies that the electric potential CP” and the
electric field are also bounded uniformly in v.
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The following restatement of Theorem 2.15 of Section 2 is a variation of a
lemma due to Morawetz [31]:
THEOREM
4.1. MORAWETZ’S
LEMMA(UNIFORM BOUNDFOR

THE

SPEED) k t

(p”,cp”,@”) be a solution of the boundary value problem (2.1)42.10), where f

satisjes (2.11) with the function G satisfying the growth conditions (1.8b) and
inf f l > 0 in (1.12). Then

Remark 4.2. The term QB(O,cp, @) = i ( K - R ( c p ) + q @ ) is the cavitation speed
given by the inviscid equation corresponding to (1.6) (Bernoulli’s law).
Remark 4.3. If the enthalpy is given by the ?-law, that is, i ( p ) = -&pY-’,
1 < y < 2, then we have shown in Section 2 that f satisfies (2.1 1). Consequently,
we obtain the existence of a uniform bound for the speed of a steady viscous
approximating model for an adiabatic gas.
Proof The proof of Theorem 4.1 consists of two parts. The first one shows
that estimate (4.1) is satisfied on any interior point of R; the second part shows
(4.1) still holds on any boundary point.
However, in order to use standard elliptic techniques, we need to work with
the conformally transformed domain RR and the set of equations (2.6). Thus, let
RR be the rectangle given by a one-to-one conformal transformation x’ = F(x)
such that the interior of R is taken into the interior of RR and the “corners” of R
are taken into the corners of OR. From (2.51, I V,cp” I = IVX!9’” 1 IFxI.
In order to obtain the estimate on interior points, we show first that if 4
is an interior point in R R such that IV,~cp’”Iis maximum, then IVxcp”(x)12is
bounded by the right-hand side of (4.1). The second part consists in showing that
R
that IV,cp”l
any maximum value of IV,lcp’”I taken on the boundary ~ R yields
cannot also be bigger than the right-hand side of (4.1) for all boundary points of
dR.
The proof presented here requires a v-uniform, a priori bound on the speed
IVcp” I. Thus, we shall prove first a lemma that yields this result. From now on
we work in the domain RR with the set of equations (2.6). For convenience, as in
Section 3, we drop the ’.
First, recall that the flow equation div(pVcp) = 0 is equivalent through the
change of state variables (px,cpy) (a,6 ) to system (2.15) or, equivalently, if we

-
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disregard the 6-dependence, to the equation

where
(4.3)

IT

=

log IVpl

and

T =

p-'.

Since 0 < p d L" in a,+the operator of the left-hand side of equation (4.2) is
uniformly elliptic with an ellipticity constant given by min{k,,,(L*)-'} for k , =
inf p.
Now let xo be an interior point in OR where (Vp(has a maximum. Therefore,
IT in the domain OR also has an interior maximum at q. By the ellipticity of
equation (4.2),

Now, using that (lnp),

=

-(lnT),+,, differentiating once more with respect to

p, we get

or

Evaluating equation (4.5) at XO, because

alVql'(%,) =

@ = 0, we

have

i)'p

so that replacing pp by -kpf and multiplying both sides by u2 yields
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We now prove a lemma that yields a coarse uniform bound for IV’p”I (well
above the corresponding one on the right-hand side of (4.1)). From now on we
let f~ = f I (0 - arg F z ) , where f I is as defined (1.12).

LEMMA4.4. If xo is an interior maximum point for IVpl in
( IFxI IV d ) 2 ( x ~>
) 2Qd0, cp, @(xd then

such that

lFxl (V‘p”I5 MI for any v 5 v g .

(4.8)

where

QR

vg

and M Iare numbers that depend on the data.

Proof:

At the point XO, adding and subtracting

to and from

together with property (2.1 la), yields

Then (2.11b) yields

(4.10)

Taking the product of (4.9) and (4.10) evaluated at the point xo results in
(4.11)
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Next, using the fact that the function OR is globally Lipschitz together with
the gradient estimate (3.2b) for a, we estimate

I

fQB

(-R’(P) + qap)

-

fo-argF,(agFz)p

I

IvqWfI(e)

= ((IF,I I V ~ I ) ~ G ( I F , I

(4.12)
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then for any IV'pl 2 M I , where

. ~ ( l l ~ l l C . ~ ( s z II, lnf1
~ 4 ~ ~ "IIFllCl.l(fi,)
~~*~
I
I
c
1
9

9

which is positive. Thus we have a contradiction.
Hence we have obtained that, for any v 5 vg = vo(G,fl, IIFIIc~(~)),

independently of v, so that (4.8) holds and the proof of Lemma 4.2 is now complete.
Now, we proceed to show that if ~0 is an interior maximum for IV'p"I, then
estimate (4.1) holds for any positive v 5 vg, with vg as defined in (4.17).
Once more we use (2.1 1) and (4.7) in the following way: If ~0 is an interior
maximum point such that 1V'pl2(x0)> QB(O, 'p, a) + c v f for v 5 vg. where vg is
as defined in (4.17) and c depends on the data, then inequality (4.7) does not hold.
At the point q,in the same way we have obtained estimates (4.9) and (4.10),
(2.1 la) yields
(4.20)

f ( (V'p12,6, Q d p , 9, a)) Z c,; ( IVq12G(IV'pI)) -' -?I(@,

and (2.11b) yields
(4.21)
, get
Taking the product of (4.20) with (4.21) evaluated at the point ~ 0 we

(4.22)
The term fe8 (-R'('p) +

@,+,)is estimated as in (4.13), and the term
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is estimated as in (4.14). Again, as in the previous lemma, by the compatibility condition (2.7b) and the growth condition (1.8b) on G at infinity, that is, by
property (2.1lc) for f,we estimate the right-hand side of (4.7) by

(4.23)

for any v 5 vg, vo from (4.17) with M Ithe bound from (4.18), and X
Rv + qaL> 0 from the compatibility condition (2.7b).

=

K

-

Then choosing

which depends only on the data, makes the right-hand side of (4.24) nonnegative
for any v 5 vo. Thus we have a contradiction. Hence, if xo is an interior maximum
for (Vp”I in OR, then
(4.25)

2
(IFXII V p ” l ) 2 ( ~5) supQ~(O,p,@) cvf 5 - K *
m
R

+

+ cvi .

In order to complete the proof of Theorem 4.1, we need to show that estimate
(4.1) holds for all points even if the maximum is attained at the boundary of
OR. First, we show that JVp”12cannot have a maximum on &RR such that
(IF, I IVp”1)2 is bigger than sup^ Q(0,cp, a) cvi . If c takes its maximum on
xo E &OR, since (Vp . n)(xo) < 0, then a,(xo) 5 0. Using equations (2.15) in OR
I
yields 8 = 0, t9+ = 0, and TU, = T~ = ;Tf(e2u,argF,,Qs)
on &OR.
Next, from condition (2.11a), if (IFXI(Vp’1)2 2 Q(0,p,@)+ cvf at XO, then
f(e2u,- arg F,, Q~)(xo) 2 0. Therefore, if f(e2“, - argF,, QB)(xo)> 0, we get a
contradiction for values of v 5 vo with vo from (4.17) and c from (4.24). If
f(e2“,- argFt, Qs)(xo) = 0, by condition (2.3a) we have

+
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Hence, inequality (4.25) holds on dl RR.
Next, on d3RR we have that for g(x), the prescribed data for I VpI2 in the
boundary region d3R satisfies condition (2.8). Therefore
O<

with 3%

=

K

I IFxIIVcp”II
- RU

2

=g2(x)Inii2<X-6

withX-660,

+ q @ L for a small positive 6. Consequently,
3% - 6 < QE(O,cp, a) < QdO, cp, a) + ciuf ,

which is a uniform value in u. Then for any positive u,

so that estimate (4.25) holds on &OR.
Finally, we consider the boundary region d2S1~U &OR. Since the boundary
condition Vcp . n = 0 in dR for n the unit exterior normal, we have V a . n = 0
in ~ R for
R a flat (zero-curvature) boundary and n now the unit exterior normal to
dRR .
Therefore, reflecting the domain and equation (4.2) evenly across the boundary
region and in a neighborhood of a point ~0 E &OR U d4RR where IVcpl reaches
a maximum m and evaluating the resulting equation at q in the interior of the
domain for this new equation, inequality (4.7) holds weakly (i.e., for integrated
against nonnegative test functions). Consequently, the interior estimate (4.25) for
a local maximum holds, and so (4.25) holds for all points in d2R U d4R. Hence,
estimate (4.25) holds for any point in f i ~ and
,

+C U ~
$1

5 ( -2K * + c u f

m

1
in
inf IFXl2

fiR.

R

Then, for any point in

fi,

for any positive u 5 uo for uo given in (4.17) and c given by (4.24).
Hence, estimate (4.1) holds for any point in fi, and the proof of Theorem 4.1
is now complete.
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5. Conclusions About Transonic Flow
Because IVq” I and p” are uniformly bounded from above, there exists a convergent subsequence (p”,@”)with a limit ( ( P O , @). However, this is not enough to
establish that there exists a weak solution to the equations pqx = t,by, ppp = -@x.
One method to prove the existence of weak solutions involves the method of
compensated compactness (see Murat [33], Tartar [39], and DiPerna [9])and the
applications to mixed-type systems (see Morawetz [31], [32]), which have been
used mainly for hyperbolic problems. This method would require that the speed
IVq”I be uniformly bounded below from zero and above from the cavitation
speed (see [32]). Furthermore, bounds on the flow angle would also be required.
Although this paper provides a complete proof of existence of viscous solutions
with some uniform bounds, thus enabling us to consider a convergent subsequence,
there is still a major gap in showing that its limit is a solution of the inviscid
problem.
Similar difficulties arise in the existence theorems of Feistauer and NeEas [ 1 I].
They show the existence of a solution for the inviscid model under the the assumption of existence of viscous solutions to a boundary value problem provided
the divergence of the viscous velocity field satisfies uniform bounds in v. Gittel
[20] shows existence using a variational approach to a boundary value problem
for the transonic small-disturbance equation and shows existence theorems that
assume uniform bounds and entropy conditions.
We also mention the work of JSlouEek [27] and NeEas [34] to find entropic
solutions for the transonic flow model by the method of stabilization. In these
papers the authors solved a perturbed flow equation by introducing an artificial
time variable. They also assumed uniform speed and entropy bounds in order to
pass to the limit.

6. About the Semiconductor Device Model
We have shown the existence of a regular solution to the boundary value problem in a Fluid-Poisson system in an approximating geometry to a real device and
without smallness assumptions on the size of the data. The model we have considered corresponds to a fluid-level approximation of a kinetic formulation for a
particle-charged system, with a pressure law similar to the one for an isentropic
gas with 1 < y < 2 and a viscous parameter v. In this context the “viscosity”
parameter is related to the mean free path and refers to the constant coefficient
related to the nonconvective energy flux term, which has been modeled as a nonlinear term that involves first- and second-order derivatives of the velocity field.
In addition, we have shown uniform bounds in the viscosity parameter for regimes
where this parameter becomes small compared with the scaled coefficient of the
acceleration term in the momentum equation.
This is a potential flow model obtained under the assumption that the velocity
field aligns with the gradient field of T, where 7 > 0 stands for the velocity
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relaxation time term. Potential flow can be justified if the initial state has zero
vorticity.
In order to extend our results to the case y = 1 (the isothermal model) modifications would be required, especially to obtain the uniform bounds. This case
is often used in modeling; see [28] and [36].
In particular, for two-dimensional models in MOSFET geometry, it can be
shown that the behavior of any solution at the boundary points will depend on
the behavior and regularity at the boundary of the domain under the conformal
transformation that takes the domain of the device into a rectangular domain
where the source and drain contacts are transformed into opposite walls in the
transformed domain. A singularity is expected to be found in the electric field
at the boundary points corresponding to junctions of the contact regions and the
oxide region.

Appendix: Proof of Lemma 3.5
From the standard theory of ODES, (3.27) yields that z is Lipschitz in s; in
particular, z is C" in s with 0 5 a 5 1. We thus need to show that z is C" in r.
Let k be any real number. Set w = z(s, r ) - z(s, r + k ) and compute the equation
(3.27) for w. That is,
(A.1)

ws = 9 ( s , r. z(s,

r))- 9 ( s , r + k, z(s, r + k ) ) .

If we add and subtract 9 ( s , r, z(s, r
(A.2)

+ k ) ) to (A.1), we obtain the expression

w , ~= [ 9 ( s , r, z(s, r ) ) - 9 ( s , r, z(s, r + k))l
+ [ 9 ( s , r, z(s, r + k)) - 9 ( s , r + k , z(s, r

Now, estimating (A.2) and using the fact that
(A.3)

+ k))]

9is C" in (s,r), we have
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so that (3.29) holds.
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